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Summary 
This paper presents simultaneous modelling of the fluid flow and heat transfer in a district heating 
network. The finite element method is applied here. A major advantage of the finite element method 
is the efficiency of verified numerical procedures and standardized information describing the fluid, 
which may be transferred and communicated with other computer aided design or monitoring 
systems.  
The thermal-hydraulic pipe element of the ANSYS code is modified for these purposes by 
modelling the real structure of the pipeline, the heat conductivity and convection. The finite element 
model is compared to the traditional H.Cross method. A fragment of the district heating system of 
the city Vilnius, Lithuania is used as an illustrative example.  
Keywords: flow and heat transfer, finite element method, district heating network. 

1. Introduction 
The district heating (DH) pipelines, often transporting heat over long distances and distributing it to 
large built-up areas, unavoidably give rise to losses in both heat and pressure. The pressure losses 
require the addition of pumping power to the DH system. Heat losses are also undesired phenomena 
which increase the primary energy consumption for a given size of the heat supply to the buildings 
connected to the system. Since DH pipelines are very costly, it is very important to develop an C
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efficient modelling method by which the system behavior may be determined and which has the 
ability to foresee consequences of various decisions in design. Therefore, the present study is 
focused on more advanced numerical modelling of simultaneous fluid and heat flow.  
The fluid flow in a pipe network poses a problem of a nonlinear nature. This is due to the fact that 
the dependence of the flow rate and the pressure is nonlinear. The main difference between methods 
of solving this problem lies in the selection of independent variables. The oldest and perhaps the 
most widely used method for analyzing pipe networks is the Hardly Cross method [1]. The Hardly 
Cross method deals with each loop independently providing no direct interaction between the basic 
network equations. This is the major reason for the H. Cross method being frequently found to 
converge too slowly, if at all [2]. Zhao [2] investigated the concerned properties of three methods 
for steady-state flow analysis of DH networks: general Newton-Raphson method, the linear theory 
method and the basic circuit method. Almkvist [3] adopted the method of characteristics to analyse 
complex pipe systems and simulated steady as well as transient flow behavior. Valdimarsson [4] 
implemented the graph-theoretical method by the Matlab code, called Pipelab. The graph-theoretical 
model solves the non-linear equations for the loops, and flow solution of the network flow is 
obtained by the linearisation method. According to reference [5], two methods, the element method 
and the node method, have mainly been used for physical modelling and simulation of temperature 
dynamics and fluid flow in district heating networks.  
Wallenten [6] presented formulae for district heating pipes by using the multipole method, which 
can solve two-dimensional steady-state heat conduction problems with circular boundaries. 
Schneider [7] proposed formulae for the heat loss from a pipe with insulation and a ground surface 
thermal resistance, based on computer computation with a finite difference method. Bohm [8] 
studied the dynamics of a system with more than a single pipe. 
The above mentioned thermal-hydraulic problems have no analytical solution but have to be solved 
numerically. Different approaches and numerical techniques may be used but the finite element 
method seems to be the most universal and powerful tool used in engineering. 
The finite element code ANSYS [9,10] is used here for simultaneous modelling of the fluid flow 
and heat transfer in a district heating network. This code suggests not only required elements and 
well tested solution methods but also provides efficient pre- and postprocessing of data, which is 
very important for multistage computer-aided design as well as control of the district heating 
network. 

2. Numerical approach 

2.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Model 
Generally, the thermal-hydraulic model used for description of the simultaneous fluid and heat flow 
in piping network presents a coupled non-linear problem. This implicit model requires simultaneous 
solution for the temperature field because the pressure conductivity matrix contains temperature-
dependent fluid physical properties, such as fluid mass density and fluid viscosity. The thermal 
analysis represents the heat balance and reflects thermal conductivity, convection and mass 
transport, where the thermal conductivity matrix (thermal conductivity and film heat transfer 
coefficient) depends on flow rate and temperature difference.  
Finally, the coupled thermal-hydraulic finite element model may be written in the following form: 

 

(1)

where: 
{ }T - nodal temperature vector; { }P  - nodal pressure vector; { }Q - nodal heat flow vector; { }W  - 
nodal fluid flow vector [ ]T)K(W, - thermal conductivity matrix (includes effects of convection and 
mass transport); [ ]T)K(P, - pressure conductivity matrix. 
In an uncoupled thermal-hydraulic model mechanical and thermal properties of fluid do not depend 
on each other. Pipe flow problems are non-linear because the flow conductivity matrix depends on 
the pressure difference. The convection and mass transport, determined by the thermal conductivity 
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matrix, is related to the fluid flow rate. The flow rate and temperature gradient are solved through an 
iterative process in which the conductivity matrices are updated in each iteration to reflect the new 
pressure difference.  
For an uncoupled thermal-hydraulic model the equilibrium equations have the form of: 

 

(2)

2.2 Elements 
Formulation and solution of the uncoupled model, written in equation (2), requires computation of 
the conductivity for the entire piping network by using finite element (FE) technology, this 
procedure involves computation of individual elements and standard assembling procedure. The 
main problem is that the existing FE library of the ANSYS code does not contain element capable to 
describe the fluid and heat flow in insulated pipe. Therefore, a novel combined approach for the 
problem (described in equation (2)) formulation is required while the standard procedure is used in 
the solution stage.  
The ANSYS library contains pipe element for simultaneous modelling of flow in the pipe, where 
thermal convection through the fluid boundary is described by a film heat transfer coefficient. 
Additionally, different thermal elements are suggested for the user. 

Fig. 1 Uncoupled finite element model 

The novel complex thermal-hydraulic pipe element for 
simultaneous modelling of uncoupled fluid and heat 
flow in insulated pipe is suggested in the present 
report. The element presents assembly of standard 
elements describing not only flow but also heat 
transfer through the insulation into the environment. It 
contains standard pipe element where a series of one-
dimensional thermal elements are connected to the 
pipe nodes. The complex conduction through the 
insulated multi-layered structure is determined by a 
conduction element (Fig.1), where thermal conduction 
of an individual layer is defined by the thermal 
coefficient Ki. The convection element is used to 
determine convection and radiation effects from the 
surface of the insulated structure by a convection 
coefficient hi, which depends on air temperature and 
temperature on the external surface of insulation. 

The existing software capability is modified to simulate the behaviour of fluid flow in an insulated 
pipe by the uncoupled model, as it is formulated in real engineering. In general, the software has an 
existing set of finite elements, which allows simulation of only separate processes, such as heat 
conduction, heat convection and fluid flow. Thus, the main task was to found the suitable elements 
and put these elements in a certain model, in such way that they could reflect processes, occurring in 
a district heating network. At first, the fluid element to simulate fluid flow was found. Besides that 
this element provides flow analysis, it can simulate the following processes: (i) the conduction and 
convection occurring in the fluid and in the fluid layer adjacent to a surface, (ii) heat flow due to 
conduction within the fluid and the mass transport of the fluid in the pipe longitudinal direction. 
Hence, this element cannot simulate behaviour of the fluid with adjacent insulation and heat 
exchange through this layer to the surrounding air. In connection to this, the three elements (fluid 
element, conduction and convection element) were coupled so that they could work together and 
exchange variables with each other.  
After solution of equation (2), computation of the heat loss through the insulated structure (Q1 and 
Q2) (Fig.1) by using already computed an element temperature was a secondary problem. Air 
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temperatures (To and Tp) (Fig.1) and initial temperature of the liquid (TI) are assumed known. In this 
study, heat is transferred to air in a duct; but heat transfer through the duct and to the soil is not 
considered. 

2.3 Case study 
A case study is performed to demonstrate the idea discussed in the previous section.  
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Fig.2. Vilnius district heating system 

In the present study, data from the 
district heating system in Vilnius, 
Lithuania is used. Figure 2 shows 
the distribution network of the 
system. There are one DH plant 
and 27 heat exchanger substations 
(consumers). The DH network is 
set up of insulated pipes (mineral 
wool), which are covered in a 
common concrete duct. The pipe 
dimensions range from 159 mm to 
820 mm and all connected 
buildings are situated within an 
area of 3.6 km2. 
Steady state analysis of the DH 
network is referred to in the 
following as finding the flow and 
heat losses distribution in a 
network when the network 
structure, the flow demand at each 
consumer are known. In this 
study, we consider the supply 
pipes. Heat is transferred through 
water at initial temperature T at 
the district heating station and 
having temperature the air in the 
ducts. The fluid physical 
properties, such as fluid mass 
density, specific heat, and fluid 
viscosity are known. The non-
linear material properties table is 
used to provide the flow-
dependent film heat transfer 
coefficients. 

2.4 Finite Element Model 
Numerical discretization of the district heating system is a complicated and time-consuming task. 
The problem is that presentation of a pipe section in terms of finite elements is not unique and a 
strongly mathematical procedure. Sometimes knowledge-based sophisticated arguments are of the 
major importance. Discretisation of the pipeline means both subdivision of the pipe section in the 
longitudinal direction by one-dimensional pipe elements as well as subdivision of the insulation in 
the radial direction by one-dimensional thermal elements.  
The influence of discretization as well as numerical error by a series of numerical experiments was 
investigated. The results of the numerical experiments are used in the development and evaluation 
of the thermal-hydraulic finite element model and may be summarised as follows: (i) The relative 
accuracy of heat flow decreases when the insulation thickness decreases, but remains independent 
of thermal conductivity of the insulation material. Acceptable number of thermal elements through 
the insulated structure is defined and recommendations for practicing engineers are suggested. 
(ii)Recommendations for longitudinal subdivision of the pipe section into pipe elements are 
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suggested. It is not necessary to subdivide the pipe section with a length up to 1 km. On the basis of 
the above recommendations the user-friendly data pre-processing technology is developed.  
Numerical solution of the thermal-hydraulic model (described in equation (2)) followed by 
corresponding post-processing of the results, reflects the flow behaviour in the network. The most 
important fluid characteristics are the pressures drop in each node of the network and the flow rate 
for individual pipes. The thermal behaviour is defined by the temperature distribution of water, 
temperature distribution in insulation layer and temperature on its surface, as well as the heat losses 
at each node of the network. Besides, the heat conduction components and transmission fluid in the 
pipe longitudinal direction have been defined. Additional information, such as Reynolds, Prandtl, 
Nusselt numbers and friction factors in each pipe are determined. 
The output of the calculation model can be postprocessed and represented graphically in a number 
of ways, showing pressure, heat losses in each node, flow in each pipe of the network, as well as 
other additional parameters. 

3. Results and discussion 
Results for the thermal problem, which is the major target in this study, are presented in graphical 
forms. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of temperature distributions 
between (FEM) and analytical method 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the comparison between the 
current results and results by Tuomas et al. [1]. 
The temperature distribution, in Fig.3, and heat 
flow, in Fig.4, in the network, for the different 
lengths (1km and 10km) respectively are present 
in graphical forms. The numerical experiment is 
carried out with and without the assumption that 
the fluid temperature in the pipe network is 
constant. 
The influence of simultaneous thermal-hydraulic 
solution on the flow behaviour shows a decrease 
of the temperature level of the district heating 
network (Fig. 3). 

The comparison between numerical simulation and analytical solution shows a decrease of the value 
of the heat losses in all distribution networks (Fig.4).  
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Fig. 4. Comparison of heat flow between finite 
element (FEM) and analytical method 

This thermal-hydraulic solution has influence 
on the results of district heating solution, 
because the calculation of the heat losses in a 
node takes into account the temperature of the 
fluid in this node. The temperature of the 
second node depends on heat losses from the 
previous node. Thus, this sequence provides an 
accurate determination of the heat losses of 
district heating network. In cases, where district 
heating pipelines transport heat over long 
distances and distribute it, heat losses decrease. 
(Fig.4). The obtained results reflect the 
influence of the temperature drop in the 
network neglected by calculations using 
traditional engineering approach. 

3.1 Conclusions 
The following conclusions were drawn from this study: 
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•  The finite element method was shown to be a powerful engineering tool for the modelling of 
district heating systems. Strong mathematical formalism, verified efficient solution algorithms 
and standard computer-aided technology may be applied for simulation of fluid and heat flow 
behaviour.  

•  The compared solutions of the current results and results by Tuomas [1], for practice show 
decrease of heat losses and temperature distribution in network, because of the influence of 
simultaneous thermal-hydraulic solution. 

•  The proposed complex thermal-hydraulic pipe element is supported by practical 
recommendations and data preprocesssing technology, which may be used for practicing 
engineers.  

•  The method is independent of network geometry and standard discretisation methodology 
includes the behaviour of the entire network, but not only individual branches or nodes. 

•  The proposed finite element model presents a separate tool which may be used at different 
stages of design and to monitoring of a district heating network. 

•  The proposed pipe element, discretisation technology and experience gained, may be used not 
only for simultaneous solution of uncoupled fluid and heat flow but can be extended to different 
kinds of coupling and non-linearities of steady-state and time-dependent flow.  
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